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KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION SYSTEMS



2.1: An Encompassing Notion: Knowledge Organization

Many different principles, techniques and tools for organizing information by subject have been devised over time. These have often taken different names, according to their distinctive features or, less consistently, according to the different research communities that have developed and used them. Still, the fundamental problems they address are basically the same, and their principles can be described within a single general framework, as attempted by some authors (Foskett 1996; Fugmann 1993). We are thus in need of some unifying terminology for them, that can enable researchers to understand each other and to avoid wasting part of their efforts by being kept separated as an effect of scientific isolation, rather than working towards complementary techniques.
A useful phrase encompassing all the various approaches is knowledge organization (KO). It was used already in the titles of two important books on these topics published by Henry Evelyn Bliss (1929; 1933). It was later adopted by Ingetraut Dahlberg, another major researcher in the field and the first president of the International Society for Knowledge Organization, which has been created in 1989 out of an existing German association with the purposes of paying more emphasis to conceptual aspects (as opposed to automated statistical procedures and of building an international community around this. The term has now gained a wide acceptance in literature and conferences on these topics, and can work as the best umbrella to connect the variety of approaches and experiences in the field (Dahlberg 1993).
Some observe that the word knowledge may be just a more fashionable way to denote what is commonly called information. The latter term is probably more appropriate when discussing it as a general phenomenon that can be found not only in human culture, but also in genomes, animal behavior, or mechanical devices. Some authors and university departments also label their own work as information organization, being basically a synonymous of knowledge organization; but as the latter is the prevailing term overall it should be preferred (Hjørland 2012). One additional connotation carried by the word knowledge is that it does not just deal with raw, isolated factual data that can be retrieved or not by some mechanism: rather, each term used to index or search information is part of the system of what mankind knows and records in information resources. This implies that the whole system of knowledge should be represented in some general frameworks, where each concept has a place and is connected with others. So knowledge organization is both a technical and a cultural enterprise.
Of course, the details of the frameworks are debated according to the views of different knowledge organizers. This is part of the game, so to speak: having to refer to a single authority providing one final, ultimate knowledge organization system would even look as a worrying situation. Knowledge can be different in different cultures, and evolves in time; so it is natural that systems reflecting it evolve as well. Some authors emphasize that systems only reflect mainstream culture (Olson 2002), suggesting that none of them can claim to be absolute or perfect. This is clearly true, as knowledge organization is not an exact science. Still, general principles commonly acknowledged after decades and centuries of research do exist, and clearly there are systems more consistent and effective than others. As our purposes here are of a practical nature, we will focus on these general criteria rather than discussing individual systems from critical sociological or philosophical viewpoints.


2.2: Dimensions of Knowledge

Knowledge is a complex of models that try to represent the real world, in order to make humans better aware of it and able to manage it for their purposes. Such representation consists in reproducing the structure of knowledge objects by using different elements of an intellectual nature: that is, the network of relationships between the external phenomena, and the properties of these, are mapped as carefully as possible into a corresponding network between the concepts identifying them.
To Popper (1972) and Lorenz (1973), this intellectual form of knowledge is but one among several: indeed, biological "knowledge" also reproduces the properties and relationships of an organism's environment using DNA segments as new units; for example, horse genes promoting the development of a flat hoof are a form of knowledge of the flatness of the steppe. In the same way, mental knowledge reproduces the properties and relationships of an individual's environment by using her mind's percepts as units; verbal knowledge shared between individuals does the same by using words as units; and cultural knowledge recorded in documents does it by using memes (ideas transmitted in a culture) as units. The shape of the network is kept more or less the same through each of these levels -- it is isomorphic, although its material basis is completely different in each case (Gnoli, Ridi 2014).
Of course, reproduction does not mean identity: instead, each model is in some way a simplified idealization of its modeled objects. We then have to consider what has been called the steps "from the world to the classifier" (Vickery 2008): reality manifests itself in certain phenomena; these are experienced by somebody's mind; such personal knowledge may be recorded in a document, that is in any material carrier enabling it to be conserved and transmitted to other individuals; the document is identified as relevant by some institution, which produces a synthetic formulation of its subject matter that becomes part of an index of all subjects. The resulting subject heading do refer to the original phenomena, but only indirectly, through the whole sequence of steps. The existing network of relationships is reduced at each step to a new model, while the subject index acquires each time one additional dimension (Gnoli 2012).
Let us follow this path through each of the involved dimensions:

	(α) reality 		
	(β) phenomena	[ontology]
	(γ) perspectives	[epistemology]
	(δ) carriers		[bibliology]
	(ε) collections		[library science, museology etc.]
	(ζ) users		[sociology]

The ideal reference of knowledge is reality as it is in itself (α). This original reality is what Kant called the noumenon. However, reality in itself is only indirectly attainable by humans, through the intermediation of their human senses and minds. Rather, what we actually know are  phenomena (β) which is reality as perceived by humans through various experiences and means (also described as data by some authors). For example, we are capable of perceiving a limited range of electromagnetic radiations, in the form of what we call visible light; additional tools allow us to learn about a larger range, including infrared and ultraviolet radiations. These radiations belong to the phenomena being the object of knowledge. We cannot know which fraction of α still is unknown, or will always be so, although knowledge does progress in discovering more and more parts and properties of α. Anyway, while waiting for further developments in the sciences, our organization of available information has to be content to deal with what is currently in β.
The nature and kinds of existing phenomena are the object of ontology, the branch of philosophy concerned with what exists. Thus, the first dimension in what has to be organized is ontological. In other words, information organization will have to reflect the properties of the known phenomena: if tigers are a phenomenon sharing more properties with lions than with starfish, this should be reflected in our systems.
On the other hand, ontology is not the only relevant dimension. Indeed, when communicated by human individuals, knowledge also implies a particular perspective (γ) under which phenomena are considered and discussed. Tigers can be examined as a component in the jungle ecology, or as part of Indian folk traditions, or as a metaphor for strength in the history of advertising. They may be discussed by a contemporary zoologist or by a medieval alchemist. They may be treated in academic studies or in comics for children. All these will make a difference when indexing and searching information on tigers. This forms the epistemological dimension of knowledge, including all kinds of perspectives under which the information at hand is presented (methodological, theoretical, ideological, disciplinary, applied, functional, etc.), either overtly or implicitly. This dimension is variously accounted for in the existing systems. For example, most bibliographic classifications take disciplinary perspective as their primary principle of subdivision, so that tigers will fall under completely different classes according to how they are treated by zoologists, by veterinary surgeons, or by ethnographers; on the other hand, in a thesaurus tigers can be an entry that is independent of any particular perspective but the entry can be freely combined with other phenomena, for example tigers - use in traditional medicine - India.
Carriers (δ) add one further dimension to knowledge. The same topic, like tigers in Indian traditional medicine, may be recorded and enjoyed as a handmade draft, as a printed book, as a movie, or as a museum diorama; an information resource on tigers may be written in various languages; it may be available in various sizes, durations, formats, etc. Although not the most important component in the subject content of a document, this dimension must be taken into account in order to store, find, and use the knowledge contained in it.
Institutions dealing with documents, like archives, libraries, museums and galleries, gather many of them according to their particular aims and their available resources. Each piece of knowledge is thus kept aside others that are collected by a particular institution. Individual owners can even play an authorial role in collecting a particular set of information resources documents and organizing them according to their own interests (Feinberg 2011). For example, a tiger diorama can be displayed at the museum in the context of a hall devoted to presenting the ecology of tropical regions. This is yet another dimension (ε) that may be relevant in knowledge organization.
The last dimension can be said to be the dimension of users (ζ), in that each individual user will interpret and use the same knowledge, presented under the same perspective in the same carrier and collection, in different ways according to her own previous knowledge, personal interests and immediate needs. In a sense, taking care of this is not the task of knowledge institutions, as they will have to offer the same knowledge to all their users, leaving them free to make any use of it. However, the optimal correspondence of the collection with the particular needs of each individual user is promoted by what is in libraries and information centres known as reference services, aimed at helping users to find their way in the vastness of available collections.
Thus, if taking the example of subject headings, a type of knowledge organization system (see below for further details), coming from phenomena of the world to subject headings representing them, all the dimensions above are thus added to knowledge. The heading tigers that is part of the subject headings will not be the same thing as the common word “tigers”, which in turn is not the same as tigers themselves. Identifying the different dimensions should help us to be aware of the complexity implied in a single subject heading. Some systems compress more than one dimension into preestablished headings, like disciplinary knowledge organization systems assuming that tigers are part of either zoology or ethnography; while others, like recommended by the LeónManifesto (2007), offer a more explicit distinction between phenomena, perspectives, carriers, and collections.


2.3: A Long-standing Enterprise

Although its modern name only arose in the 20th century, knowledge organization can be said to be as old as human thought itself. Indeed, any accumulation of notions and ideas has to be structured and expressed in precise terms in order to be exploited and communicated to later users. In the words of philosopher Herbert Spencer, "science is organized knowledge".
One of the most ancient classical sources of Chinese culture, the I Ching book, proposed a world view actually consisting in a hierarchical knowledge organization system: according to it, the ultimate reality would consist of two basic elements, called Heaven and Earth, which can be split respectively into Softness and Hardness, and into Yin and Yang; these in turn can be split into eight elements (Water, Fire, Soil, etc.) and so on until identifying 64 more detailed concepts. At each division, the two subclasses are represented by a horizontal line, either continuous or interrupted in the middle: the set of all their combinations is an interesting binary graphical notation.
Western thinkers have also paid attention to the organization of knowledge. Aristotle and his scholars produced a classical systematization of disciplines, each discussed in one of his books, which got a canonical order: a discipline like metaphysics took from this sequence its very name, literally meaning "what comes after -- or beyond -- the natural sciences". 
Medieval universities organized their teachings into sets of three plus four disciplines, called the Trivium and the Quadrivium. Botanists like Gesner and Linné, in the need to organize the vast corpus of information on plants coming from all the world, devised the first detailed taxonomies. Encyclopedists organized their works based on networks of cross references between entries. Philosophers like Bacon, and later Ampère and Comte, introduced ordered lists of all the modern sciences. These were then taken by librarians as the basis for their classification systems, aimed at organizing the ever growing mass of published books and articles...
This very short history shows that knowledge organization has always pervaded many aspects of life. Although knowledge storing and retrieving have acquired a special relevance in our information-dominated era, their technical sides are also connected to the wider organization of the cultural life of a whole civilization. Not only information databases are in need of some conceptual structure, but also museum displays or artworks galleries with their guided paths, zoological and botanical gardens with their descriptive signs, curricula in universities, chapters in handbooks, departments and offices in governments and in companies, shelves in stores, and the directories and websites referring to all of them. The more we go on with examining the notion of knowledge organization, the more it appears to permeate many parts of our society.



2.4: The Layers forming Knowledge Organization

The field that has thus come to be known as knowledge organization is developed every day through research, experimentation, conferences and publications. If we look at the program of a professional or scientific meeting, or at the index of a journal devoted to knowledge organization, at first we can be puzzled by the apparent heterogeneity of the addressed topics. Indeed, there are many sides and many approaches by which knowledge organization can be discussed, ranging from very abstract speculations to very practical problems. Are they really all part of the same enterprise?
In order to find our way through it, it can be useful to model the field as composed of several layers:

	KO theory
	KO systems
	KO representation
	KO applications


Each of these layers can be addressed by different professionals within different projects. However, they are all needed in order to collectively yield good fruits. Not only it is necessary to study and develop all layers, but also they have to be properly connected between each other: sound theories have to be reflected in actual knowledge organization systems; these in turn have to be represented in formats expressing their conceptual structures carefully, without any loss of information; and the represented structures have to be known and applied in the appropriate situations by information professionals, rather than be replaced by naive solutions unaware of the problems implied in them.
Theories provide philosophical foundations on which knowledge organization can be based. Indeed, any system rests on philosophical assumptions, be they explicit or not. Not all philosophy, however, is relevant for the purposes of organizing information: the most interesting theories are those dealing with categories of things and of ideas, and producing some systematic arrangement of them. In the last decades, knowledge organizers have looked at various theories in the philosophy of science, especially those not restrained to a single science, but able to present the different sciences as parts of some general framework. Bacon's distinction between the sciences of memory (history), those of imagination (literature and the arts) and those of reason (natural and social sciences) is known to have inspired the sequence of main classes in the Dewey Decimal Classification (see below). More recently, Eleanor Rosch's theory of prototypes has been very relevant in exploring the bases on which concepts can be identified and connected among each other, suggesting that clear-cut definitions of essential properties like in Aristotle's logic can be inadequate to provide a rationale for fuzzy categories used in everyday life. Jason Farradane's relational indexing has been based on psychological theories indentifying four fundamental kinds of relationships, and has taken them as the basic way to combine concepts.
All these theories are of an epistemological nature, that is, they pertain to the way we are able to know the world (dimension γ) and consequently organize its knowledge. A complementary family of theories is ontological: they pertain to which basic kinds of things exist in the external world and how they are related between each other (dimension β). These include general systems theory, claiming that any phenomenon can be modeled as a system with component parts, a structure and an environment; integrative levels theory, claiming that phenomena can be grouped in a series of levels of increasing organization, each based on the lower ones though behaving in its own special ways, variously described as levels of being (Nicolai Hartmann), fundamental aspects (Herman Dooyeweerd), etc.; evolutionary emergentism, claiming that new phenomena and successive ontical levels emerge from simpler, preexisting ones. Systems like the Bliss Classification or the Information Coding Classification (see below), presenting their items in a graduated sequence of increasingly sophisticated entities, are often based on this kind of theories.
Such theories on how knowledge has to be organized are embedded, more or less explicitly, in actual knowledge organization systems (in further text: KOSs), that is, conceptual schemes -- consisting of schedules of terms, symbols and relations connecting them -- that can be used as tools to subject index the knowledge content of information resources and to arrange them in consistent and useful ways. As we will see in the next section, there is a wide variety of systems with different names and features, although all try to serve the basic need of managing knowledge by subject.
For centuries, these systems have been represented in drafted or printed forms as lists and diagrams, often using visualization metaphors like the Medieval scala naturae (a ladder of increasingly complex classes of phenomena) or the hierarchical trees of disciplines and subdisciplines common in the Modern Age to introduce and organize encyclopedical works; more recent metaphors include nets and webs (Weingart 2013). 
With the advent of the digital age, KOSs can now be stored and represented in digital formats, exchanged through the Internet and integrated with contents themselves, opening the possibility of automatically producing new associations, or even inferring new knowledge as the result of logical procedures. This visionary perspective, that of the Semantic Web, would however remain a dream if KOSs were not expressed in some standard form that can actually be shared and reused in consistent ways. Such process has only started in the last years, with the development of markup formats like SKOS and OWL, that will be overviewed in Chapter 3 of the book. 
 Finally, the systems thus structured and represented have to be applied to the organization of particular collections of documents: a library will paste subject-representing classmarks on its books and will arrange them on the shelves accordingly; a digital repository will assign subject-representing categories [this is the usual term in Wordpress, Drupal etc.] or tags to its documents in order to make them browsable and retrievable; a bibliography will list classes and controlled terms with its records; a museum or a botanical garden will build their halls and beds according to the conceptual plan of what they mean to show; a website will organize the architecture of its pages, menus and displays in a way helping its users to navigate its contents in some systematic way; relevant objects of a territory will be labeled with appropriate metadata to make them appear in a geographic information system so that anyone passing by them using a car navigator or a smartphone may find its way and learn about various attractions...
Dealing with the layer of applications often means having to adapt the adamantine consistency of conceptual schemes to the constraints of the actual situation: very high books may have to be moved to a shelf different from standard books on the same topic; microfilms or videocassettes have to be kept close to the machines allowing users to read them, regardless of their subject; the skeleton of a dinosaur may need a hall separate from those where the fossils of smaller organisms are kept; terminology and visualization in a website menu have to be friendly to the majority of its expected users, not always matching their conceptually rigorous forms; and so on. The actual applications may differ in various details according to their context. Still, if a rigorous KOS structure were not its basis, it would not be possible to achieve the same degree of effectiveness, or to integrate the local resources in larger networks of knowledge sources. 



2.5: Types of Knowledge Organization Systems

As we have seen, all KOSs are tools to summarize knowledge contained in information resources into short statements, that can be used to index and retrieve them within big collections (Lancaster 2003). However, their particular features can vary very much, including such diverse systems as keywords, folksonomies, subject headings lists, thesauri, taxonomies, classifications, ontologies... We are now going to survey these types, following an order from the most simple to the most complex one, which will allow us to progressively introduce some of their major features.

2.5.1 Titles

The most immediate form of summarization of a text in natural language (sometimes complemented or replaced by images, raw data or other media) is by a phrase also expressed in natural language -- sometimes called a subject statement -- such as "[this resource is about] wolf diet in the Apennines as affected by wild ungulates abundance". 
This kind of phrase may be the title of the resource itself, as especially common in scientific papers or in the long titles of old books, like Hume's“A treatise of human nature being an attempt to introduce the experimental method of reasoning into moral subjects”. Titles can then be considered as the simplest form of KOS, as they summarize some key concepts of the resource contents. Modern books often have shorter, metaphorical titles, while keeping a more faithful description of their content in the subtitle. In the case of fiction works, title is even less reliable as a summary of contents: the novel “The name of the rose” deals neither with gardening nor with onomastics.

2.5.2 Keywords and tags

 It is then clear that some more objective system is needed to index the subject matter of information resources. Another simple approach is selecting some words -- perhaps taking them from the title itself, or from titles of sections -- appearing to be especially representative of contents. These are called keywords, and may be associated (often listed in alphabetical order, or in no particular order) to a work, so as to help its retrieval within a collection (Foskett 1996). The practice is common for scientific papers, for which authors themselves are usually asked by the publisher to provide some keywords, together with a title and an abstract for their article. There is hardly any special rule or guideline on how to choose keywords besides common sense; still, they are better than nothing, especially in very big collections for which nobody could afford the work of providing more rigorous index terms.
A similar situation is found nowadays in web repositories of photographs, videos, blog posts, or bookmark links (like in the pioneer case of Del.icio.us) that are freely uploaded by their authors: as the collections quickly reach millions of items, the only hope to provide some index terms for them is asking the authors or later users of the same resources, to assign tags for them– basically another form of keywords.
The system of all tags contributed by all users has become known as a folksonomy, a sort of taxonomy cumulatively developed by end users themselves, rather than by information professionals. Users of the collection can then search and retrieve all resources tagged with a given word, and navigate among those sharing one or more tags.
Folksonomies offer several advantages: economical, as they grow thanks to volunteer work, thus providing an important case of crowdsourcing; and, methodological, as tags tend to reflect the actual everyday language of users, rather than some abstract convention that could result in limiting its use to an élite of academic experts. For example, a video showing wolves will probably be tagged as wolves rather than as Canidae or some other unfamiliar scientific name. 
On the other hand, as tagging is left to the good will of users, it also suffers several problems of consistency: resources can lack a relevant tag, or have too few, or too many; tags cannot reflect contents in objective ways, as they often refer to personal viewpoints of a tagger  (grandma, beautiful, to-read...) which are more or less not useful to other users; they may be too generic (places; pet...); tags may be written using word forms, spellings, or synonyms different from those adopted by other users. 
The result of all this is that, although tags do help users to retrieve interesting items, they are unable to ensure a complete and consistent control of all items potentially available in the collection: while finding something, users will always miss something else. Several studies and experiments have been done in order to improve folksonomies with more refined principles, or to integrate them with more powerful KOSs such as classification schemes (Golub, Lykke, Tudhope 2014). These approaches obviously tend to produce better results, but also require users to spend more time and mental effort with indexing -- something that only a small fraction of them is willing to do in their everyday use of Internet resources.

2.5.3 Subject headings lists and terminologies

These problems illustrate what the next needed step is: making the KOS a controlled vocabulary, that is a system using not just any word of natural language, but only words responding to a set of lexical and morphological rules (Foskett 1996). Such words then become more than just words: they become terms, each corresponding to a concept as modeled by the KOS. This also means that some combinations of several words, like pet therapy, may work as a single term as they refer to a single concept. In the same way, words like articles, conjunctions, or conjugated verbal forms are not terms, as the rules for controlled vocabularies prescribe that only nouns, in their plural form if count (wolves), or gerunds are used as terms: this is another way to reduce scattering of the same concept under different terms. 
If a set of synonyms exists for the same concept, only one preferred term is chosen, while the non-preferred ones are only recorded as entries for cross-references to the preferred terms in the subject headings list ("x, see y"). Related concepts can also be provided as a suggestion to indexers and users ("x, see also y").  
For many decades, libraries have developed sets of rules to produce subject headings for their catalogues. The most widely known of them are the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), produced by the main library in the United States and used both for its collections and for many other libraries importing bibliographic records from it. They can be found in the records of many library catalogues online, and have also been used to index digital resources in such projects as the Librarians' Internet Index (add citation?). 
Being in verbal rather than symbolic form, subject heading lists depend on their particular language. While LCSH are the most widespread verbal KOSs in the English-speaking world, similar systems are consolidated for other languages, including Schlagwortnormdatei (SWD) for German, Répertoire d'autorité-matière encyclopédique et alphabétique unifié (RAMEAU) for French, and Nuovo Soggettario for Italian. Some of them have now been mapped into a unified, interlinguistic framework called Multilingual Access to Subjects (MACS) [if we provide a reference for MACS, shouldnt we do the same for DDC, UDC, LCSH.. which would result in a huge bibliography... I’ve rather added Foskett 1996 here and there to include all]
Subject headings may be formed with either a single term, or a combination of terms if they are needed to fully represent the subject statement, as it is most often the case. Subject indexing systems provide syntactical rules to combine terms in optimal and consistent sequences. The first cited term should be a noun representing the focus of the information resource (base theme), followed by its modifiers, its relationships with other concepts, and, finally, specifications of place, time, and literary form: wolves -- diet -- influence of ungulate abundance -- Apennines -- surveys. Rules for the citation order of terms are important to ensure consistency in grouping and alphabetical presentation of subject headings. Such syntactical principles (Craven 1986) are usually shared by most verbal indexing systems, and have been formulated in highly sophisticated ways since the 1970s in systems based on a relational structure and on facet analysis, like British Preserved Context Indexing System (PRECIS), French Syntagmatic Organization Language (Syntol), Indian Postulate-based Permuted Subject Indexing (POPSI), and Italian Research Group on Subject Indexing (GRIS)'s Guide.
Guidelines for subject indexing have been published by a working group of the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) (Yahns 2012); a high-level abstract model of subject data are IFLA’s Functional Requirements for Subject Authority Data (FRSAD), formalizing the relationships between a resource, its subject (thema) and the representation of this by verbal labels (nomen) (Zeng et al. 2011).
A different community also dealing with controlled terms is that of linguistics. Scholars in this community specialize in terminologies, glossaries and dictionaries for particular domains, especially technical ones where many novel terms not reported in general dictionaries are included, sometimes accompanied by definitions and descriptions, to serve the needs of specialized communication (Cabré 1998). Some international standards deal with how to develop and maintain such terminological resources (ISO 704:2009, Terminology work, Principles and methods; ISO 1087-1:2000, Terminology work, Vocabulary, part 1: Theory and application; ISO 22274: 2013, Systems to manage terminology, knowledge and content). 
Functionally, terminologies are but lists of controlled terms, often with synonyms or other relationships. Indeed, terminologists occasionally come into contact with other experts in knowledge organization, like in the French series of conferences on“Terminology and ontology: theory and applications (TOTh). 


2.5.4 Thesauri

 "See" and "see also" references used in subject headings only account for synonyms or strictly related terms. However, the concepts expressed in vocabularies are connected in a much more complex semantic network which can be made more explicit, in order to lead users to the most appropriate term for their search, and to explore the KOS and find other relevant connections. These functionalities are provided by another type of controlled vocabulary: retrieval thesauri, taking their Latin name from encyclopedic works of the past, especially Peter Mark Roget's Thesaurus first published in 1852. 
As semantic relationships are innumerable, retrieval thesauri (in difference to the general Roget’s thesaurus) only focus on a limited set of basic semantic relationships, in this following the recommendations of international standards published or updated in recent years (ISO 25964, Thesauri and interoperability with other vocabularies, Part 1, 2001: Thesauri for information retrieval and Part 2, 2003: Interoperability with other vocabularies; IFLA Guidelines for multilingual thesauri, 2009). "See also" cross references are here expressed as related terms (RT). Furthermore, they are integrated with hierarchical relationships: the broader term (BT) relationship, and its inverse narrower term (NT). A thesaurus entry will thus consist of a preferred term followed by its non-preferred synonyms (used for, UF), its broader term(s), its narrower terms, and its related terms, for example:

cats
 	UF Felis catus
 	BT Felids
 	NT Persian cats
 	NT Siamese cats
 	RT ailurophilia
	RT cat litter

Experience shows that even this limited number of basic relationships allow thesauri to provide an effective structure to model a domain of knowledge.
Managing a greater number of relationships would make the thesaurus more rich and expressive, but also very complex. Indeed, only in a minority of thesauri are the basic relationships made more specific: BT/NTs are further distinguished based on genus/species, whole/part, and class/instance relationships; RTs are further distinguished based on any kind of associative relationships such as action/agent, object/discipline, etc.
Every term in a thesaurus has at least one BT. It can have more than one and thesauri incorporating these are called polyhierarchical thesauri. Each BT will in turn have a BT, and so on, until a top term (TT) is reached. The set of all BT/NT relationships under a top term thus ideally forms a hierarchical tree of concepts. The tree can also be represented explicitly, if the thesaurus is presented in a systematic arrangement supplementing the usual alphabetical one.
Top terms are very general concepts, such as Persons, Activities, or Places, sometimes called the facets of the thesaurus. Terms from different facets will often in the indexing phase be combined into faceted subject strings, such as a certain person performing some activity in a given place.
Most thesauri only cover a special domain of knowledge, as they tend to be very detailed. If no thesaurus is available for a particular domain, information professionals may want to develop one, following the ISO standards (Broughton 2006; Soergel 1974). However, covered domains can also be very wide and encompass several disciplines or subdisciplines, like in the well established Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT, see Harpring 2010) . Some tools that originally developed only as subject headings lists are now incorporating hierarchical relationships and term identifiers: this is the case of both LCSH and Nuovo Soggettario, that now may thus be described as general thesauri. 
Thesauri usually account for common nouns, while not including names of individual persons, organizations, conferences or places. These, however, can also be in need of being controlled and recorded. Lists of them can be found in encyclopedias (again, either general or domain-specific) and in such authority lists as VIAF (Virtual International Authority File), mainly used for bibliographical purposes, or FOAF (Friend Of A Friend), used in the Semantic Web. A related issue is that of geographical names, as they are very numerous and often have variants, synonyms or homographs (e.g. Dublin, Ireland vs. Dublin, Ohio): controlled lists of geographical proper names addressing these needs are often referred to as gazetteers.
Other general sources of controlled terminology and relationships come from linguisticdatabases. The most known of them is WordNet, a freely-available and reusable collection of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs grouped into sets of synonyms (synsets) and connected by hierarchical relationships. 


2.5.5 Taxonomies

Hierarchical trees have always been a very natural and common way of organizing knowledge. Indeed, they are also found in less formalized structures outside information science. Scientists use hierarchical trees to organize the names of chemical compounds, of climates, of soils, of plants, of animals, of languages, of traditional tales, of musical instruments, of religious movements, and of many other objects of study. The corresponding sciences thus include a systematic branch (systematic zoology, typological linguistics, etc.), and experts in them often develop sophisticated principles that should be considered as part of knowledge organization theory (although the research communities still tend to be separate). This is especially true in the case of biological sciences, where systematic problems have been addressed already in the past centuries, and are currently debated by the opposing schools of phenetic taxonomy (emphasizing morphological diversity), cladistic taxonomy (emphasizing the sequence of evolutionary branchings) and phylogenetic taxonomy (looking for a balance of both).
The systems produced by such systematic parts of sciences are often called taxonomies or classifications. In the context of information science, taxonomy usually refers to a hierarchical tree of phenomena that are the object of study (animals, languages, etc.), while classification most often organizes disciplinary approaches studying them (zoology, linguistics, etc.) and their subdivisions. The word taxonomy is also popular among knowledge managers modeling the documental products of organizations (Lambe 2007), and information architects working on website structures or a catalogue of products to sell (wines, flowers, cars, etc.). The hierarchical trees of these taxonomies are usually not very formalized: they simply consist of a set of categories and their subcategories, not considering synonyms or other kinds of relationships: what is important is just the label by which a category of items is described, as users should quickly grasp its meaning while browsing the website menus. However, this means that taxonomies are not very powerful when searching for an unknown term or navigating to explore related concepts.


2.5.6 Classification schemes

In libraries, bibliographic classification schemes (Foskett 1996) have usually been based on a set of traditional disciplines, grouped by criteria of either an epistemological nature (like Bacon's mentioned tripartition into disciplines of reason, of imagination and of memory) or an ontological nature (disciplines of increasing specialization, in the definition of H.E. Bliss, that is dealing with increasingly organized phenomena: from physics and chemistry, through biology and psychology, until sociology and the humanities).
The epistemological approach is  at the origin of the Dewey Decimal Classification, first published by American Melvil Dewey in 1876, then updated on a regular basis until its current 23rd edition published by OCLC [they don’t seem to use the full name anymore: http://www.oclc.org/en-europe/about.html]. The name Decimal suggests a basic feature of it, and of bibliographic classifications in general: classes and subclasses are identified by a symbol comprising a series of digits, but also of letters and other symbols in other classification schemes. The symbols work just like decimal numbers, in that the more digits are added, the more specific becomes the represented subject. 
Such symbolic notation provides a basic functionality of classification schemes: unlike in verbal systems, classes are not listed alphabetically as that would make the order dependent on the contingency of the vocabulary and the order would change according to languages. Rather, they are ordered systematically, that is, by subjects, enabling users to easily explore the structure of the whole system and to navigate from more general to more specific classes. Notation is just where this order is recorded, as symbols are chosen in such ways to produce the most effective sequences (Broughton 2004; Mills 1960). A complex tree (or even network) of concepts is thus translated into a linear sequence, that can be reflected in the arrangement of books on shelves or of browsable records in an online information service. Notation is especially well suited for exploitation in digital applications, as for example it can be truncated in order to automatically retrieve all records assigned to a given class and all its subclasses.
Other major general classification schemes include the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), created by Paul Otlet on the basis of DDC but featuring more devices to combine concepts through several relationships; the Library of Congress Classification (LCC), which is based on the holdings of the Library of Congress; the Chinese Library Classification (CLC) providing for this large part of the world; the Bliss Bibliographic Classification (BC), featuring a main class order well founded into philosophical considerations; and the Colon Classification (CC).
CC is of great theoretical importance, as it first introduced the powerful technique of facet analysis, although pioneered by J.O. Kaiser and others, on a wide scale. In faceted classifications, like CC and BC2 – the second edition of BC, classes are not only divided into subclasses, but are also articulated in a set of facets allowing for the optional specification of their attributes. Facets usually belong to a set of general categories such as the ones we have already found in thesauri, e.g., parts, properties, processes, operations, agents, space, time. Classmarks can then be built by combining concepts taken from various facets according to their standard citation order, allowing for a  more flexible and accurate representation of subjects. As a result, users can search for a class and its subclasses, but also for all combinations of a given facet with different basic classes. This flexibility is even greater in freely faceted classifications, like the experimental Integrative Levels Classification (ILC), where facets enable to combine any concept with any other irrespective of any basic disciplinary class.
The ultimate option for freedom of combination is simply to allow for the juxtaposition [just a common English term, not a technical  one..] of each class with any other one from a different part of the schedules, in what is called a phase relationship in classification literature. Typical phase relationships include the influence of a subject onto another, comparison between two of them, or one subject considered under the bias of another. Some systems allow these relationships to be made explicit, although in many cases only an unspecified connection is expressed, as in UDC 34:2 “law in relation to religion” DDC traditionally prescribes to assign a resource to only a single class; however, in the practice of online databases, it is often an effective solution to assign the same resource to several DDC classes freely juxtaposed. From the syntactical viewpoint this works just like tags in folksonomies, although it provides additional information concerning the hierarchical position of each subject within the KOS.
Special classifications also exist for non-textual resources. An important example is IconClass, a KOS of subjects represented in visual works, like paintings or photographs: these are divided into religious, natural, human, abstract etc. then further subdivided. Protocols for cataloguing audio or video recordings, e.g. in ethnographic research and documentation, often include their own classifications.




2.5.7 Ontologies

 Computer science is yet another community where knowledge organization has been addressed, although using different terminology than the above used. Application of classical logic to research on artificial intelligence and automated reasoning has produced KOSs where the definition of classes and their relationships with other classes are formalized in rigorous ways, in order to be used by both machines and humans (Sowa 1984). These are called ontologies, after the branch of philosophy devoted to the kinds of existing entities, as they are usually inspired by a realistic world view. 
Like in classification schemes, the basic structures of ontologies are hierarchical trees, here represented as relationships of the kind "A is-a B", that are functionally equivalent to BT/NT in thesauri or additional characters in classification notation. Other relationships are less frequently represented, although syntax allows for defining any of them according to the purposes on hand; for example, Ranganathan's theory of facets has recently been received as a useful enrichment of their structure (Giunchiglia et al. 2009).
To ensure consistence in automated processing, ontologies include formal constraints, e.g.  specifying that the arguments of a relationship must have a certain cardinality (that is be single, or multiple, or null) or must be taken from a certain range (e.g. be a proper noun of place, or a date in a standard format). 
Ontologies are used to model complex knowledge networks in technological domains, like the  management of an airport, but are now also increasingly used to model big knowledge bases accessible through the Internet: hence they also need to be represented in interoperable formats (see Chapter 3).


2.6 How to Choose an Appropriate KOS

As shown in the previous section, a wide variety of KOS types and implementations is available in literature. While some are mainly the product of theoretical research, others have already been applied to many collections across the world. Beyond their details, there is clearly a core set of principles shared by most of them, suggesting that what is important are the principles rather than the particular KOS adopted. In principle, anybody can develop a new KOS for her own purposes, provided she follows these consolidated principles. This sometimes happens in projects aimed at making collections of resources available and organized in libraries, museums, text archives, audiovisual archives, museums, websites, or any other institution storing knowledge.
While developing her own KOS has the advantages that it can be adapted to the particular situation on hand, it also demands relevant resources in terms of expertise and time. Furthermore, a collection organized by a local KOS will be much more difficult to be connected with other collections organized by different KOSs -- an opportunity more and more important in the developing context of the global data network.
This suggests that adopting an existent KOS, even if not perfectly corresponding to one's views or particular situation, brings advantages of another nature. After all, we will hardly be ever able to build a perfectly satisfying KOS: while waiting for it, we should consider that an imperfect KOS is better than nothing at all to organize our resources and make them findable and usable in our linked world.
Local needs can be better satisfied if a KOS is available for the very domain of knowledge we are operating in. Indeed, KOSs focusing on a particular domain are often more detailed and accurate in modeling knowledge produced by its scholars and information providers. Most thesauri, taxonomies and ontologies are indeed domain-specific, and also there are special classification schemes and subject headings, such as the Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC), the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) or the Journal of Economic Literature (JEL) scheme.
On the other hand, adopting a universal system offers advantages in terms of international interoperability. Even if the structure of some DDC classes is outdated or not detailed enough, it is still useful to connect local data with those of millions of libraries over the world using the same KOS. Domain ontologies, no matter how efficient in modeling their field of knowledge, often need to be connected to other domain ontologies. 
There are two alternative strategies to perform this connection. One is KOS-to-KOS mapping, that is developing tables of correspondence between the elements of a system and the equivalent elements of another system (keeping in mind that equivalence is often an approximation, as the underlying conceptual structures often imply semantic differences). The other strategy is to connect domain-specific KOSs to a more general, shared framework that can act as a bridge between local KOSs. This is the reason why some general ontologies have recently started to develop, e.g. Cyc, Basic Formal Ontology (BFO), General Formal Ontology (GFO), Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO), Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering (DOLCE), or Universal Knowledge Core (UKC). They offer a framework of ontological categories such as entities, attributes, processes, places etc., that can be used as a mapping backboneo which the particular concepts of domain ontologies can be reconnected.
On a more general level, knowledge managers may wonder which type of KOS best suits their needs. As we have seen in this chapter, there is a gradation in sophistication from simple keywords and term lists to the complex networked semantic structures of faceted classifications and ontologies. There are also major differences between the numerous instances of a certain type of KOS, which should also be taken into account. Terminology registries may help find them and identify the most appropriate ones (Golub, Tudhope, Zeng, Zumer 2013). 
We should be aware that this increase in semantic richness also means an increase in economical resources needed to learn, apply and manage them. The choice of the right KOS type thus depends on the extent, purposes, and resources of each information project. KOSs do provide added value to any collection, so that as more of them is there as better. At the same time, one should select them according to the actual possibilities and constraints of the present situation.


2.7 Conclusions

Our quick review of systems for knowledge organization is clearly not sufficient to instruct reader to use each of them, not considering that we have only mentioned some of the most widespread ones. To do knowledge organization in practice, one will have to identify an appropriate KOS, to obtain a copy of its full schedules and manual, and to learn about its details. Some are such complex and rich tools, that their application is not just a clerical job but also an art, that can only be learned progressively with practical experience.
	However, this introductory chapter should have taught some basic and general notions that it is good to know before using any specific KOS:
	the fundamental needs of organizing information, and human knowledge at large, are always the same, despite the variety of resources, situations and technical means;
	these needs have been acknowledged many times, by such different communities as those of librarians, of linguists, of natural scientists, of computer scientists, of Web designers, who unfortunately have described them in different terms, often unaware of each other. Nowadays this makes exchange and discussion around a widened, unified notion of knowledge organization much needed;
	although KOSs largely differ in the details of their elements, they can all be reduced to a limited set of basic structures that can be observed in most of them. These ultimately consist in networks of concepts, expressed in either verbal or symbolic forms. Concepts can be connected by various kinds of relationships, the most common and useful of them being hierarchical, and sometimes associative, ones (Green 2008). Relationships can be further specified in many ways, but even a very small set of them, like that prescribed by the standards for thesauri, produces very powerful tools when applied consistently to significant amounts of information resources;
	the choice of the KOS most appropriate to one’s present needs depend both on its intrinsic qualities (such as completeness, consistency, or flexibility in compounding concepts) and on its spread and availability in an appropriate number of languages and formats. The latter make it more suitable as a conceptual bridge between a local collection and the rest of information resources available in the wider global network. This implies technical issues that will be addressed in the next chapter.





Glossary

	Classification (scheme): a KOS type consisting of schedules of concepts arranged systematically, by means of a symbolic notation, based on hierarchies of classes and their subclasses and possibly on additional specifications (common auxiliaries, facets, etc.)
	Controlled vocabulary: a KOS consisting of selected terms standardized in both morphology and lexicon. Although often used as a synonymous of KOS in the context of networked information, it should more properly refer to only verbal systems like thesauri and subject headings lists
	Facet: an attribute of a class specifying it according to a general category, such as Material, Process, Agent, Place, Time, etc.; also, in the context of thesauri, the set of terms belonging to such general category
	Hierarchical relationship: the relationship between a concept and a broader concept to which it belongs (or, conversely, to the latter and its narrower concepts). It can be further distinguished into genus-species, whole-part, or class-individual;
	Keyword: a word in natural language selected as representative of the content of an information resource, without any particular formal control;
	KOS (knowledge organization system): any tool to index and arrange information resources based on their subject matter, spanning from simple lists of keywords to highly complex ontologies
	Ontology: a KOS type consisting of a network of classes, their attributes and their relationships, expressed in a formal language including logical restrictions, making it suitable to be used in automated applications. It takes its name from the branch of philosophy devoted to what exists and the fundamental kinds of entities;
	Subject heading: an entry in an index of information resources, consisting of a verbal phrase taken from a controlled list of terms, possibly combined with other terms in some standard citation order;
	Tag: a keyword added freely by an author or user of a networked service to index a resource
	Taxonomy: a KOS type consisting of a hierarchical tree of classes, usually expressed by verbal labels and referring to actual objects of study or discussion rather than to fields of knowledge studying them;
	Term: a phrase consisting of one or more words that have been identified as a preferred (or a non-preferred) label for a concept;
	Thesaurus: a KOS type consisting of controlled terms connected by hierarchical (BT-NT), associative (RT), and lexical (UF) relationships.
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